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The concept of ecosystem services has gained traction as a means of linking societal

benefits to the underlying ecology and functioning of ecosystems, and is now frequently

included in decision-making and legislation. Moving the ecosystem service concept from

theory into practice is now crucial. However, advancements in this area of research differ

by ecosystem type, and marine systems lag significantly behind terrestrial counterparts in

terms of understanding, implementation, and number of studies. In this paper we explore

several reasons why ecosystem service research has been limited in marine systems and

we outline the challenges that hinder progress. Marine systems suffer from a scarcity of

spatial data relative to terrestrial counterparts. In terrestrial systems the spatial patterns of

land-use/land-cover (LULC) are relatively straightforward to access via satellite and have

been used as proxy indicators of service provisions. In contrast, remote sensing tools

used to study the surface of the Earth are much less effective at capturing images of the

seabed, and by extension marine habitats. Marine waters and their constituents are also

frequently driven great distances by winds, tides, and currents. This creates a challenge

for management as the identification and protection of areas where ecosystem services

are exploited is not necessarily sufficient to ensure sustained service delivery. Further

complications arise from the three-dimensional uses of marine systems, incorporating

activities that use the sea surface, the water column and the benthic habitats below.

Progress is being made as technological advancements are resulting in the acquisition

of spatial data at faster rates and higher resolutions than previously possible. There is

a growing capacity to map, model and value an increasing number of services with

initiatives such as InVEST or principle-based modeling. We suggest that awareness is

needed around the limited progress in marine systems as this could affect the way we

value the biosphere and the relative proportion between biomes.

Keywords: connectivity, data scarcity, ecosystem services, mapping, marine, measuring, valuation

INTRODUCTION

The importance of the natural environment for sustaining human life has been implicitly or
explicitly recognized by civilisations for millennia. It has also been known for hundreds of years
that the trajectories of population growth and resource exploitation cannot continue indefinitely
(e.g., Malthus, 1798). Despite this knowledge, humans continue to degrade the ecological systems
we depend upon (Hardin, 1968). The global population has now reached 7.2 billion people and the
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world continues to experience its highest rate of biodiversity loss
(Diaz et al., 2006; Barnosky et al., 2011). To assist with urgent and
necessary environmental stewardship, the concept of “ecosystem
services” has rapidly gained traction. Ecosystem services provide
a means of linking the range of benefits that humans derive to
the underlying ecology and integrity of ecosystems (Daily et al.,
1997; Millennium Ecosystem Assessmen, 2005; de Groot et al.,
2012) and this includes less conspicuous benefits that have been
easily ignored. There has been a recent drive to move ecosystem
service theory beyond a compelling concept and into the realm
of practical tools (Norgaard, 2009; Lele et al., 2013). However, if
ecosystem service science progresses at different rates in different
systems (e.g., terrestrial and marine; Figure 1), this could have
the potential to alter the way we value the biosphere.

Marine systems provide multiple and varied ecosystem
services and are depended on by much of the world’s population.
Despite the global growth of the ecosystem service concept,
progress in applying the concept to the marine realm has been
relatively slow. For example, the TEEB initiatives began in
2008, but specific action in the marine sector had a significant
lag (TEEB, 2012, Why Value the Oceans-A discussion paper).
Publications in ecosystem service science are growing year on
year, but this has been skewed toward terrestrial systems, and
the gap between marine and terrestrial focused studies has grown
over time (Figure 1). Marine studies represent a small proportion
of the total ecosystem service literature (<9% averaged over
time), which is perplexing given the levels of human dependence
on the coastal environment. Marine and coastal systems will
be proximate to approximately 75% of the world’s population
by 2025 (UN 1992) and one third of coastal regions are now
at a high risk of degradation from human activities (https://
www.worldoceannetwork.org). Offshore our understanding of
the marine environment becomes even more limited, with very
few studies having explored deep-sea ecosystem services (e.g.,
Galparsoro et al., 2012; Jobstvogt et al., 2014a,b; Thurber et al.,
2014). This is despite the deep sea being the largest ecosystem
type on Earth (oceans cover >70% of Earth and have an average
depth of∼4 km).

Fish are the most publicly recognized generators of marine
ecosystem services (Holmlund and Hammer, 1999) and marine
cultural services; notably tourism associated with coral reefs and
sandy beaches, have been a primary focus (Barbier et al., 2008).
However, too narrow an application of the ecosystem services
concept serves to perpetuate single-sector, product-focused
management, which may not necessarily enhance sustainability.
An ecosystem services approach requires a broad consideration
of multiple services to be effective, particularly supporting-
habitat and regulating services that underpin healthy productive
ecosystems (Guerry et al., 2012). Marine environments provide
a wide array of benefits including global gas and climate
regulation, nutrient regulation, carbon storage, waste treatment
processing, coastal protection, genetic and medicinal resources,
recreation opportunities, spiritual fulfillment, and cultural
identity (Peterson and Lubchenco, 1997; Beaumont et al., 2007,
2008; Chan and Ruckelshaus, 2010; Guerry et al., 2011). Healthy,
diverse marine ecosystems also provide more abstract benefits
including the ecological resilience and resistance of communities

to disturbances (Levin and Lubchenco, 2008) that ensure the
delivery of services over time. If the benefits provided by marine
systems are both diverse and essential, why is there not a more
substantial body of work on marine ecosystem services? The
simplest answer to this is that marine ecosystems continue to be
among the most challenging on Earth to study, and observations
and data are scarce in a vast majority of our planet’s oceans.

In this paper we review some of the main challenges for
applying the ecosystem services concept to marine systems:
data scarcity; connectivity; scale; and social value complexities.
These are not unique to marine systems, but we reason why
they can disproportionally constrain application and limit the
progress being made. We also examine some of the ways in
which impediments can be, and are being, addressed. We do
not consider this an exhaustive assessment and many challenges
remain; however, this is a useful process for identifying gaps.
We illustrate our points with examples from New Zealand
marine ecosystems that we believe to be generally applicable
elsewhere. We conclude by considering how limited progress of
the ecosystem service approach in the marine realm may affect
the perceived value of these systems.

DATA SCARCITY

One of the greatest challenges for marine ecosystem service
applications is the scarcity of spatial data (Guerry et al., 2012;
Liquete et al., 2013; Cabral et al., 2014; Townsend et al., 2014).
This challenge is applicable across the natural sciences and to
all biomes, but there is an argument that this disproportionally
affects marine systems. In terrestrial systems the spatial patterns
of land-use/land-cover (LULC) and habitats are easy to access via
satellite e.g., Google Earth. Such measures (e.g., forest coverage,
tree species) have been used as proxy indicators of service
provisions (Riitters et al., 2000; Kareiva et al., 2011; Seddon et al.,
2016). Successful applications of high resolution remote sensing
have mapped marine habitats such as seagrass, kelp forests and
coral reefs to depths of 40m (Chauvaud et al., 1998; Poursanidis
et al., 2018). However, most marine systems are deeper than
the limits of remote sensing and coastal waters are frequently
turbid, further reducing the potential application. Thus, for the
majority of marine realm, there is a basic lack of knowledge on
the distribution of habitats (analogous to terrestrial land cover)
that can be used as a context for the provision and measurement
of ecosystem services (Carr et al., 2003). The physical and highly
dynamic nature of the oceans also results in a relatively greater
need for both spatial and temporal measurements of ecosystem
services. Advances are being made on a number of fronts.

New technology is facilitating the acquisition of spatial data
at faster rates and higher resolutions than previously possible.
Galparsoro et al. (2012) demonstrated how existing data can
be applied in well studied European waters to map ecosystem
services over vast areas. These authors produced ecosystem
service maps for the North Eastern Atlantic Ocean, covering
1.7 million km2, ranging from the coast of Norway to south
of the Canary Islands, and examined the contribution of 62
benthic habitats toward 12 ecosystem services. Even in well
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FIGURE 1 | The occurrence of “ecosystem service” in publications titles, broken down by subject area, listed in ISI Web of Science from 2000 to 2015. “Ecosystem

Service” was entered as a title search word, with year published used to demarcate time intervals. All papers abstracts were reviewed and assigned to one of three

groups (“marine,” “terrestrial.” or “other”) and enumerated. Anomalies were removed including e.g., IT “digital service ecosystems,” articles retracted after publication

and duplicated entries. “Marine” articles had a clear reference to, and a major focus on, only marine habitats (estuarine to deep-ocean). In keeping with (Costanza

et al., 1997, 2014) Wetlands were classified as terrestrial studies but mangroves were classified as marine if they specifically related to fisheries. “Terrestrial” articles

had a predominant focus on the earth’s continents including forests, agroforestry, agriculture and grasslands, urban environments, lakes and rivers or a single or

limited group of services predominating from terrestrial systems. “Other” articles referred to those that could not be classified as either marine or terrestrial. Some

articles focused on specific services that referenced both marine and terrestrial systems i.e., climate focused. Other articles focused on the organization, valuation of

or payment for, classification, frame-working, management or governance of ecosystem services without specifically relating to either marine or terrestrial systems.

studied areas there are data gaps, so alternative ecosystem
service approaches have utilized and integrated multiple forms
of information. Traditional and expert knowledge has been
used successfully in numerous studies along with structured
communication techniques, such as the Delphi Method, that
are able to generate consensus from groups of experts while
reconciling different perspectives and experiences. Jobstvogt et al.
(2014a,b) condensed expert knowledge at the fringes of current
understanding for poorly understood deep-sea habitats with a
consensus-based approach, and by doing so were able to decrease
uncertainty.

Some ecosystem service modeling approaches have been
developed with minimal data requirements including an
“ecosystem principles approach” by Townsend et al. (2014). This
was based on linking basic ecological constructs, “ecosystem
principles,” to 12 services, using common biophysical parameters
and a weighting structure to estimate variation in potential
service provision. The Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem
Services and Tradeoffs (InVEST) is now capable of mapping,
modeling and valuing more services (Kareiva et al., 2011;
Tallis and Polasky, 2011). Its expanded range for marine

systems addresses eight recognized ES: renewable energy,
food from fisheries and aquaculture, coastal protection,
aesthetics, recreation, carbon storage and sequestration and
water quality (Guerry et al., 2012). While the marine models
are relatively basic (Tier 0-1 class; simple to slightly more
complex models) compared with terrestrial counterparts
(Tier 2 or 3 status; complex models), they have proved
to be useful enough for applications in marine spatial
management.

When basic data exist on marine habitats, matrix-based
ecosystem service models have been used successfully to link
different biota to a broad array of ecosystem services using
scientific literature and expert opinion (Table 1) (Galparsoro
et al., 2012; Cabral et al., 2014; Potts et al., 2014). Matrix
models are populated with information on the contribution of
each biota-type to the delivery of each service. Information
is rarely present for all biota and a strength of a matrix
approach in overcoming data scarcity is the integration of
information from a range of sources and certainties (Jacobs
et al., 2014). Matrix approaches have utility for addressing
management challenges, for example, Cabral et al. (2014)
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TABLE 1 | An example of an ecosystem service matrix utilizing expert information and scientific literature to evaluate the importance of marine habitats to specific services.
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Black coral garden 2-1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2-1 2-2

Bryozoan bed 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 2-2

Bull kelp (Durvillaea) forest 3 1 3 3 1 2-2 1 2-2 1 2-2 3 2-2

Cockle bed 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 2-1 1 2-1 1

Deep/cold coral garden 2-2 1 3 3 2-1 1 1 1 1 1 2-1 2-2

Ecklonia forest 2-1 1 2-2 2-2 1 2-2 3 1 2-1 1 3

Heart urchin plain 3 3 1 2-2 1 3 2-2 1 1 1 1

Horse mussel bed 3 3 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 1

Macrocystis forest 2-2 1 2-2 2-2 1 2-2 3 1 3 2-2 3

Mangrove forest 3 2-2 3 3 3 3 3 2-2 2-1 1 1

Mud crab bed 1 3 1 2-2 3 3 1 1

Mussel bed 1 1 2-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3

Oyster reef 1 2-2 2-2 3 2-2 2-2 1 2-2 1 2-1 2-2 2-2

Saltmarsh 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 1 1

Scallop bed 1 1 1 1 2-2 1 1 1 3 1

Seagrass meadow 3 2-2 2-2 3 2-2 3 1 1 1

Sponge garden 2-2 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 1 1 3 3

Surf clam bed 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2-1

Tubeworm reef 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2-2

Urchin plain 1 2-2 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 1

Wedge shell bed 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Contribution to Ecosystem Services Confidence in score

Significant contribution 3 New Zealand focused, peer-reviewed literature

Moderate contribution 2-1 New Zealand focused, gray literature

Low contribution 2-2 Overseas literature

No or negligible contribution 1 Expert opinion

Not assessed Not assessed
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Black coral garden 2-1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2-1 2-2

Bryozoan bed 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 2-2

Bull kelp (Durvillaea) forest 3 1 3 3 1 2-2 1 2-2 1 2-2 3 2-2

Cockle bed 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 2-1 1 2-1 1

Deep/cold coral garden 2-2 1 3 3 2-1 1 1 1 1 1 2-1 2-2

Ecklonia forest 2-1 1 2-2 2-2 1 2-2 3 1 2-1 1 3

Heart urchin plain 3 3 1 2-2 1 3 2-2 1 1 1 1

Horse mussel bed 3 3 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 1

Macrocystis forest 2-2 1 2-2 2-2 1 2-2 3 1 3 2-2 3

Mangrove forest 3 2-2 3 3 3 3 3 2-2 2-1 1 1

Mud crab bed 1 3 1 2-2 3 3 1 1

Mussel bed 1 1 2-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3

Oyster reef 1 2-2 2-2 3 2-2 2-2 1 2-2 1 2-1 2-2 2-2

Saltmarsh 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 2-2 1 1

Scallop bed 1 1 1 1 2-2 1 1 1 3 1

Seagrass meadow 3 2-2 2-2 3 2-2 3 1 1 1

Sponge garden 2-2 3 3 3 3 1 1 3 1 1 3 3

Surf clam bed 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2-1

Tubeworm reef 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2-2

Urchin plain 1 2-2 1 3 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 1

Wedge shell bed 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Contribution to Ecosystem Services Confidence in score

Significant contribution 3 New Zealand focused, peer-reviewed literature

Moderate contribution 2-1 New Zealand focused, gray literature

Low contribution 2-2 Overseas literature

No or negligible contribution 1 Expert opinion

Not assessed Not assessed

Cell shading indicates the relative contribution to ecosystem service potential, with numeric indicators specifying the supporting evidence. Scoring assumes that habitats are in a good

state of health. The matrix can be read horizontally to observe the mix of ecosystem services that a habitat contributes to, or vertically to identify which habitats contribute to a specific

ecosystem services. Cells with diagonal lines indicate that they could not be assessed due to lack of available literature or expert knowledge.

combined a simple matrix model that linked 17 marine benthic
habitats to the provisions of 11 ecosystem services (condensed
into 3 broad groups) in the Normand-Breton Gulf, France.
The additional novelty in this work was linking the matrix
model to a vulnerability assessment, which focused on the
susceptibility of benthic habitats to 11 human induced stressors.
This demonstrated how different activities and scenarios of
resource use could affect service delivery. However, they still
rely heavily on spatial data of habitat types in order to be
used.

Techniques that allow multiple ecosystem services to be
evaluated are necessary tomove beyond single sector perspectives

and facilitates discussions among stakeholders (Guerry et al.,
2012), but their validity must be demonstrated before they
are widely applied. The Box-Draper dictum rightly suggests
that “all models are wrong; the practical question is how
wrong do they have to be to not be useful.” The difficulty
of validation is clearly not unique to marine systems and
is applicable to all models. However, for certain multifaceted
ecosystem services (e.g., nutrient recycling), validation in marine
systems is particularly challenging due to the scarcity of data
(Oreskes et al., 1994), a lack of understanding of the ecological
processes and functioning that underpin service generation,
and the associated difficulty in selecting meaningful indicators
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(Hattam et al., 2015). For example, benthic-pelagic coupling
is frequently an important component of nutrient recycling
processes (Graf, 1989) and measurements of this from oceanic
systems, where the sediment is on average >3,600m below the
water surface, can be fundamentally challenging. Models have
a range of assumptions and in marine systems this typically
includes parametrisation from limited spatial and temporal
measurements. There is a danger that models are assumed
to be correct without due attention to caveats, generalizations
or uncertainties and identifying the point at which a model
stops being useful can easily be unclear in marine systems.
Communicating model uncertainty to non-scientific audiences
is an important area that needs to be addressed (Guerry et al.,
2012). Uncertainty in ecosystem services maps is potentially
dangerous as these can be used without due acknowledgment of
the assumptions, formulations or the methods of data integration
that underpin them (Cabral et al., 2014). Additionally, a range
of participatory modeling methods have been developed that
can integrate social values and knowledge of local systems into
decision making frameworks while also reducing stakeholder
uncertainty and risk by involving stakeholders in modeling
(Davies et al., 2015). This is paramount for effective ecosystem-
based management and marine spatial planning, to balance
competing uses and resolve conflict.

CONNECTIVITY, GENERATION AND
DELIVERY

Ecosystem services are not generated or delivered uniformly
across seascapes. The seemingly simple exercise of allocating
ecosystem services to particular map squares is complicated by
unique features of marine ecosystems. Unlike terrestrial systems,
where the land and habitats in a grid cell remain relatively
stationary, marine waters and their constituents can be driven
great distances by winds, tides, and currents. Even with a primary
focus on seafloor habitats, the movements of water over them,
transporting carbon, oxygen, nutrients, larvae, and contaminants
adds significant complexity to marine service quantification and
spatial allocation. In effect, the connectedness of grid cells to each
other may depend more on the direction and speed of water
movements than to proximity. Human uses of marine systems
are also three dimensional, incorporating activities that use the
sea surface (e.g., shipping), the water column (e.g., hook and
line fishing) and the benthic habitats below (e.g., cable laying or
mining). Thus, although challenging, a better understanding of
the spatial interconnectivity of ecosystem processes and services
is required to make advancements in marine systems.

Moreover, the identification and protection of areas where
ecosystem services are valued or exploited is not necessarily
sufficient to ensure sustained service delivery. Failure to integrate
processes and locations important in the generation of a service,
sensu “intermediate” services, may lead to impairment in the
provision of the “final” service (Haines-Young and Potschin,
2010). For example, the preservation of harvestable fishing
grounds may be insufficient to manage this provisioning service,
if spawning and nursery grounds are not similarly protected.

There are terrestrial equivalents to this e.g., migratory behaviors
of bird species and the ramification for bird conservation, and
many land-based species with large home-ranges (e.g., Ferguson
et al., 1999; Mattisson et al., 2013). However, the basic lack
of life history information for most marine species, coupled
with fundamental difficulties of tracking marine organisms
through fluid environments, means that the full extent of
habitat usage and home range limits are often unknown.
This puts marine systems at a significant disadvantage for
understanding connectivity and the spatial requirements for
ecosystem services. Many marine species demonstrate spatially
separated ontogenesis which includes the use of both benthic
and pelagic habitats. A vulnerability in marine ecosystem service
approaches is their narrow focus on the benefits derived from
particular services and locations, while neglecting interconnected
processes and locations contributing to the generation. This
is somewhat akin to single species fisheries management, as
opposed to ecosystem-based management. Economists are wary
of “double-counting” the value of components that contribute
to a valued final service (Chan and Ruckelshaus, 2010; Bateman
et al., 2011; Bartkowski et al., 2015), although this is only
a problem where the concept of a “final service” is invoked
as opposed to consideration of services as a whole. For
management, understanding the connections and contributions
of spatially arrayed ecosystem components is absolutely critical.

An illustration of ecosystem service connectivity and the
potential for spatial separation between intermediate and final
marine ecosystem services comes from the Hauraki Gulf, New
Zealand (Figure 2), where fishing for snapper is a highly valued
commercial and recreational pursuit. On a typical summer
day, there can be more than 1,000 recreational boats on the
water being used for rod and line fishing, with snapper making
up ∼80% of the landed catch. Aerial surveys and boat ramp
interviews conducted by the Ministry of Primary Industries
(Hartill et al., 2012, 2013) have been used to pinpoint the
areas of highest fishing intensity. Many of these areas are
adjacent to harbors and estuaries, but often not within them
(http://www.nabis.govt.nz) (Figure 2). This is despite the fact
that structured habitats within estuaries, such as intertidal
and shallow subtidal seagrass beds, are known to be nursery
grounds for juvenile snapper (Thrush et al., 2002). Moreover,
a proportion of Mahurangi Harbor’s productivity is exported
to the adjacent coast (i.e., more chlorophyll a exits from
the estuary on outgoing tides than enters on incoming tides
and the shallow waters have higher rates of productivity;
AML, unpublished), so a logical hypothesis is that the high
productivity of the shallow estuarine habitats is linked to
secondary productivity outside the harbor and the populations
of harvestable snapper (Figure 2). This illustrates why coastal
resource managers need to consider estuarine health and
functioning and the wider processes (i.e., intermediate services)
in order to preserve the more readily identifiable “final”
services (in this case, the provision of wild caught seafood).
A number of stressors have been impacting the health of
Mahurangi Harbor, most notably terrigenous sediments which
affects productivity and structure forming organisms (Thrush
et al., 2004); ecosystem service connectivity suggests that the
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Map of New Zealand with the positions of Mahurangi Harbor (B,C) and Kaikoura Peninsula (D) indicated. Panel B presents the bathymetry of

Mahurangi Harbor where the most productive waters are intertidal (orange-red) and shallow subtidal (yellow) and located in the main arms and upper reaches of the

harbor. The centers of productivity contrast sharply with the areas of highest fishing intensity which are outside of the harbor mouth and in the main harbor channel,

shown in Panel C from aerial surveys of recreational fishing effort (NABIS, http://www.nabis.govt.nz). Panel D shows the Kaikoura Peninsula (red circle) and the

topography of the region with deep trenches south of the peninsula where cetaceans congregate.

consequences of estuarine stressors may extend to the adjacent
coast.

For the highly migratory species, assigning specific services to
certain places can have associated problems. Kaikoura, on the
South Island of New Zealand, is a coastal town that has been
transformed by whale and dolphin based eco-tourism (Figure 2).
Multiple whale-watching trips are scheduled each day, there are

opportunities to observe whales, swim with dolphins, and fur
seal and sea-bird colonies are accessible (Orams, 2002; Curtin,
2003; Cloke and Perkins, 2005). Sites responsible for generating
ecotourism income are well known, the value of tourism in
economic terms is estimable (Simmons and Fairweather, 1998),
and it is possible to identify specific human beneficiaries (e.g.,
boat operators, hoteliers, tourists). Local management agencies
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can control and limit the interactions of tour operators with
marine mammals to prevent harassment and insure local
protection. However, many of the key species are migratory
either annually or throughout their lifecycles. Adolescent male
sperm whales are resident in Kaikoura where they utilize the
productive upwelling waters to feed and grow, before migrating
to tropical waters later in life to reproduce. There are many
other transient species including humpback, minke, blue, fin,
sei, beaked, and pilot whales which pass through Kaikoura and
contribute to its international reputation as an area for nature
observation. Several of these species are targeted by Japanese
fishing efforts which extend outside of Japanese territorial waters.
Although benefits may be concentrated spatially in Kaikoura,
they are still dependent on activities in locations external to the
immediate environment; including those outside of New Zealand
national legislation and control (Marine Mammals Protection
Act, 1978). Simple links can be drawn between the delivery of
specific services and benefits, but it is clear there are complex
spatial underpinnings. Additionally, these megafauna contribute
to a range of other values that cannot be easily monetised.
Management must ensure that the interactions between different
ecosystem components (water column, seafloor, sedentary, and
migratory species), uses (tourism, fishing, mineral extraction),
and values (indigenous, local, national), both near and far, are
not overlooked.

We suggest that, rather than dividing services into
“intermediate” and “final” components and focussing on
service quantity, studies should be explicit about (i) locations
where a service is generated, (ii) locations where a service is
realized, (iii) how these locations are connected, and (iv) who
the beneficiaries are (Figure 2). Determining who benefits and
who loses in marine ecosystem service assessments requires
explicit consideration of social, cultural, and economic system
components, and a commitment to participatory processes that
guide the determination of values. We argue that this type of
explicitness is important as we transition the ecosystem services
concept into a more practical and useful tool. Nevertheless, for
some types of marine ES, this type of explicitness is difficult to
put into practice.

SCALE AND CONTEXT-SPECIFICITY

Spatial scale and spatial requirements are recurrent themes for
services delivery from marine systems. A single marine habitat
or organism type can be linked to the provision of multiple
services, and these services typically operate over a range of
spatial scales (Raffaelli and White, 2013). As a result there are
complex relationships that require clarity and explicitness to
avoid confusion; namely which habitat, which ecosystem service
and who is benefiting. This is challenging because the aspirations
of many ecosystem services applications are to provide broad
information relevant to management e.g. covering multiple
services, focusing on areas that contain multiple coastal or
estuarine habitats, and where beneficiaries have not necessarily
been defined.

Using an example, mangroves are woody vascular plants
occupying semi-submerged coastal shoreline inmany parts of the
world (Morrisey et al., 2010). Mangrove forests are well-known
as a significant contributor to the marine environment (Spalding
et al., 2010; Donato et al., 2011), providing essential habitat for
fish and invertebrate species, raw material, fuel and trapping
sediments and wastes (Lugo and Snedaker, 1974; Granek et al.,
2009; Buelow and Sheaves, 2015). Mangroves are highlighted
for their role in coastal protection as the trunks and complex
root and branch architecture dampens wind and waves (Alongi,
2008; Christensen et al., 2008; Narayan et al., 2016), which
can protect life and property during storms (Othman, 1994;
Phan et al., 2015). In the context of coastal protection, only a
few hectares may be sufficient to yield significant benefits to a
local population. Similarly, relatively small areas of mangrove
forest may be critical to support a local subsistence fishery as
juvenile nursey ground or for building material (Sandilyan and
Kathiresan, 2012); whilst the economic benefits of maintaining
mangroves in terms of avoided losses from tropical storms can
also be quantified at the local level (Barbier, 2006). However,
in the context of more global services e.g., climate regulation,
we may need to consider mangroves at the scale of the tropics,
where they cover hundreds of square kilometers, or at larger
scales before the area becomes meaningful to service delivery.
Regardless, high spatial variation in rates of carbon cycling and
storage makes it challenging to extrapolate the contributions of
mangroves patches to global carbon budgets (Bouillon et al.,
2008; Lovelock, 2008). Thus, there is no single scale from which
all the benefits of mangroves, or other marine habitats, can
be reasonably or sufficiently captured. The concept of “service
providing unit” (SPU, Luck et al., 2003, 2009) and “Ecosystem
Service Providers” (Kremen, 2005) is clearly habitat-, service-,
and context-specific.

Services themselves are context specific, where a thick band
of mangroves in front of an uninhabited coastline may have
comparatively low or no value for coastal protection services
compared to the same benefits generated in front of a highly
populated coastline. Context specificity is a common occurrence
in ecology (Cardinale et al., 2000; Duffy et al., 2005; Needham
et al., 2011; Chamberlain et al., 2014) and is crucial to the
assessment of social and economic values, but has not always
been adequately addressed in ecosystem service applications.
For example, the service of biodiversity enhancement and
the contribution of mangroves to fisheries production and
tourism values varies substantially from place to place. Most
documentation of this comes from tropical ecosystems (Halpern,
2004), whereas the benefits at higher latitudes are much more
limited (Morrisey et al., 2010). In New Zealand, the only native
mangrove species, Avicennia marina, typically is submerged for
less than two h per day, and depths at high tide in most
New Zealand mangrove forests are less than 50 cm, preventing
equivalent use by fish compared to their tropical counterparts.
This has not prevented New Zealand mangroves from being
possibly overvalued in economic studies that have extrapolated
economic values from tropical literature that include this fishery
nursery value (van den Belt and Cole, 2014).
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SOCIAL DYNAMICS AND VALUE
COMPLEXITIES

Historically, ecosystem services have been measured in
biophysical or economic terms and utilized to increase interest
and investment in environmental management (Daily et al.,
2009). Analyses of marine ecosystem services are dominated
by modeling tools, scenarios and trade-offs that have either
economic or biophysical focus (Guerry et al., 2012). However,
these approaches do not fully account for the many ways that
humans benefit from or value nature. Values are beliefs about
desirable states or modes of conduct that guide behavior and
prioritization (Schwartz, 1994). Values are not static; they can
shift as a result of learning or changes in society, situation, or
self-conception (Rokeach, 1973). Cultural services and cultural
values are terms that are used widely and loosely in the ecosystem
services literature, yet these differ between generations,
ethnicities, religions, countries of origin, income level, sectors of
society, and location of residence (Hofstede, 1991; Hebel, 1999).
Social values can be difficult to parameterise/metricise and the
degree to which they can be meaningfully integrated with other
fundamentally disparate value types has been disputed (Bryan
et al., 2010; Chan et al., 2012; Daniel et al., 2012; Harmsworth
and Awatere, 2014). Attempts to identify multiple values
should consider social values in addition to environmental
and economic components, and the interactions among them
(Raymond et al., 2009; Reyers et al., 2013).

Incorporating human values into coastal and marine
ecosystem service approaches is complicated by a wide range
of often conflicting values to consider, and the complex use
and governance systems in place in these areas. Conflicts in
value can be exacerbated by marine resources being primarily
publicly owned. This “shared” responsibility invokes strong
feelings of personal responsibility and custodianship but also
the feeling of inherent rights to engage in certain activities.
Sentiments of collective ownership result in a high proportion
of social and cultural importance; and increase the focus and
value of customary rights (Thompson, 1991). The multiplicity
of uses and values associated with relatively constrained coastal
areas can lead to conflict among, for example, anthropocentric
(human well-being focused) and biocentric (environmental and
all species well-being focused) worldviews (Mace, 2014). This
friction can be seen in debates about issues such as designating
marine protected areas (MPAs): while many argue that MPAs
impinge on local fishing rights, others assert that some areas
should be set aside for the protection of fish and other species
without regard to human interests (Agardy, 2003). Even in
offshore marine environments, where most people never go and
uses are generally limited to commercial fishing and industrial
interests such as mining or oil and gas exploration, high social
value is increasingly placed on keeping these areas “untouched”
or “wild” (Karlõševa et al., 2016).

The arguments are becoming increasingly nuanced as
the dynamic relationships that exist between people and
the environment are more broadly recognized, and holistic
approaches based on social-ecological systems begin to emerge
(Carpenter et al., 2009). However, while some sectors may move

rapidly to embrace social-ecological systems approaches, others
are likely to lag far behind. For example, coastal and marine
governance arrangements that dictate use and access rights have
been developed to manage common pool resources such as fish
stocks within the confines of particular cultural contexts and
constraints (Ostrom, 1990). In New Zealand, customary rights
and title regarding coastal and marine areas must be carefully
negotiated without preventing existing rights and uses related to
fishing, aquaculture, or public access [Marine and Coastal Area
(Takutai Moana) Act, 2011]. Disrupting these systems to produce
more adaptable and resilient ones requires certain institutional
components to be in place over a range of temporal and spatial
scales. These challenges all highlight the need to carefully assess
whose values are given priority when it comes to defining the
value of marine ecosystem services.

As the importance of incorporating social dynamics and
human values into ecosystem services valuation processes has
become more obvious to decision makers and researchers
alike, efforts to address these gaps have gained momentum.
For example, non-market valuation methods such as revealed
preference and stated preference methods have been developed
to capture the value of services that are not traded in markets
(National Research Council, 2004), and have been applied
extensively to coastal and marine environments (Hanley et al.,
2015; Torres and Hanley, 2016). Stated preference methods have
also been used to estimate the values of biodiversity conservation
of deep sea areas in Scotland and Norway (Jobstvogt et al.,
2014a,b; Aanesen et al., 2015). Spatial measures of social values
and preferences have been made using stated preference surveys
and ecosystem service maps, and have increasingly included
participatory elements (Brown, 2005; Raymond et al., 2009;
Bryan et al., 2010; Klain and Chan, 2012). A participatory
mapping study conducted with a diverse range of coastal
stakeholders in New Zealand’s Manukau Harbor revealed that
participants associate more of their values with seascapes
than landscapes, a finding which may suggest that land-based
decision-making approaches that do not explicitly consider
coastal goods and services are perpetuating poor-decision
making and conflict in coastal areas (Davies, 2015). Meanwhile,
a recent critique of participatory processes associated with
ecosystem services found a disturbing lack of consideration of
power relationships inherent in these methods, and highlighted
the urgent need for more work in this area (Davies et al., 2015).
Further exciting work is being guided by indigenous researchers,
who are restructuring the ecosystem services framework to more
appropriately reflect their worldviews (Pert et al., 2015), and
the possibility of refocusing frameworks on “relational values,”
defined as preferences, principles, and virtues associated with
relationships, both interpersonal and as articulated by policies
and social norms, has also been suggested as a way forward (Chan
et al., 2016).

Not surprisingly given these concerns, cultural service
valuation in marine spaces has proven to be highly contentious
to undertake. Cultural services provide immaterial benefits such
as spiritual fulfillment, and a lack of cultural services are often
central to public dissatisfaction with environmental decision
making. A wide range of methods have been utilized to account
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for individual cultural services, but few provide satisfactory
integrated results (Daniel et al., 2012). For example, while cultural
services such as the ecotourism of coral reefs are relatively easy
to quantify, services that are harder to incorporate, such as the
spiritual value associated with watching the sun set over the sea,
are frequently overlooked in ecosystem service assessments, and
the overlap between these two services is not considered. While it
can seem useful to determine the monetary value associated with
ecosystem services for decision making purposes, few markets
currently exist for these marine and coastal ecosystem services
(Drake et al., 2013), which makes these values primarily useful
on a local scale rather than in a national or global context
and, therefore, easily ignored in largescale, long-term decision-
making contexts.

VALUING MARINE ECOSYSTEM SERVICES

The challenges of implementing the ecosystem services concept
in the marine environment also extend to subsequent economic
valuation. Economic valuation is similarly hampered by the
scarcity of spatial data needed to underpin service quantification
and valuation, the complexities of spatial scale and the scale at
which services are valued, and the struggle to capture, articulate,
and include a sufficient range of human values. We posit that
a failure to sufficiently progress the ecosystem service approach
in marine systems could lead to significant undervaluation,
rather than overvaluation of ecosystem services. This may occur
through a focus of valuation on single or simple services at
the exclusion of others (Sathirathai and Barbier, 2001; Barbier
et al., 2008; Guerry et al., 2012), generating a bias toward
valuing locations where data are available and failure to capture
services that operate at large scales. When data are sparse, it
is important to recognize that “the absence of evidence is not
evidence of absence” with respect to the generation of ecosystem
services or their value. There is a risk that marine ecosystems
are perceived as being less valuable simply because their actual
value has not been sufficiently quantified. There may also be a
failure to adequately record the losses of value associated with
environmental damage. For example, as already highlighted, the
issues of data scarcity indicates that for much of the world’s
oceans, there is little information on the habitats and biota
present. There are established links between marine bivalves
and services such as carbon sequestration and water filtration
(Filgueira et al., 2015), between bioturbators and nutrient
recycling and other ecosystem regulatory processes (Lohrer et al.,
2004, 2015), and between biodiversity and benthic community
resilience (Stachowicz et al., 2007). There are also robust
empirical studies that demonstrate broad-scale and long term
change to benthic communities from destructive fishing practices
(Thrush and Dayton, 2002; Thrush et al., 2015). Changes in value
have been illustrated by Costanza et al. (1997) and 2014, where
marine systems shift from contributing 63 to 39.8% of the total
value of services across the biosphere. Over this period, they
reported a median increase of 59.9% across marine biomes, but
a 464.5% increase across terrestrial/freshwater biomes. Pendleton
et al. (2016) analyzed and critiqued the updated valuation based

on double-counting, selection summary statistics and other
issues. Pendleton et al. (2016) noted that 95% of the estimated
change in value was attributable to coral reefs. Thus, relative
stasis in the economic value of marine ecosystem services,
with the exception of coral reefs, does not correspond with
the observation that one third of coastal regions are now at a
high risk of degradation from human activities (Thrush et al.,
1998).

MAKING PROGRESS IN MARINE SYSTEMS

The ecosystem services concept is an attempt to create a
visible and useful link between ecosystems and humans.
The fundamental challenge is to provide explicit descriptions
and adequate assessment of the links between structure and
functioning of the natural system and the economic benefits we
draw form it (Barbier, 2012). As the functioning of an ecosystem
underpins the services it provides, many of the issues that form
ecological theory are important for measuring and mapping
ecosystem services. In marine systems, issues of connectivity and
scale are particularly important and are still being grappled with
in a number of research areas. However, in ecosystem service
research these issues are only just emerging and techniques to
incorporate connectivity, in particular, are generally not available.
Context-dependency is also a present area of research in all
ecosystems and this means not only that the biophysical measure
of a service may differ depending on environmental, stressor,
ecological community and historical context, but also on the
social dynamics and cultural and economic values present.

At present, ecosystem services are predominantly visualized
as a management tool, supporting impact scenarios of human
activities and trade-offs between actions. This makes them
inherently location dependent, with a requirement to understand
spatial and temporal variation. Inmarine systems this emphasizes
the problems of present data scarcity and the difficulties and
expense of collecting data to fill gaps. These problems also
often result in habitat-specific information (e.g., coral reefs and
mangroves) or on single rather than multiple ecosystem services.
While models are increasingly being developed to fill gaps, these
are frequently based on non-ecological data, and it is important
to understand the limitations and simplifications required for the
models and the caveats on the measures produced. In particular,
validation at a variety of scales and locations is required, which
in its turn would benefit from some development of effective and
cheap sampling techniques and standardized metrics/indicators
of marine ecosystem services (Seppelt et al., 2011; Burkhard et al.,
2012; Hattam et al., 2015).

The prevailing approach to ecosystem services and their
value has thus far been anthropocentric–which is to say that
ecosystem services have value in so far as they contribute to
human well-being. There are other, more holistic approaches
to valuation that could be utilized; for example, the biocentric
approach weights other species and their well-being on par
with that of humans, but this approach has proven difficult
to implement (Goulder and Kennedy, 2011). This tension
has highlighted the importance of considering how and who
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determines ecosystem service values, and this continues to be
an area of active research and negotiation. Attempts to create
a more holistic value structure have led to the inclusion of
resilience and biodiversity in the value of supporting services.
Interactions between different components of an ecosystem
means that consideration of an impact on a single service
are likely to incorrectly predict responses and that non-
linearity and threshold effects are most likely as connections
break and effects cascade (van der Heide et al., 2012; Thrush
et al., 2014). In marine systems regime shifts and threshold
effects have been demonstrated in response to a number
of pressures (Levin and Möllmann, 2015; Hewitt et al.,
2016).

In summary, marine ecosystem service research still faces
several challenges: data scarcity and difficulty in collecting data;
the degree to which processes are spatially and temporally
dynamic; differences in where services may be generated and
where they may be valued; and the degree of importance of
social dynamics and cultural values in publicly owned spaces.
In response to these challenges some useful techniques are
developing. For example, models to predict multiple ecosystem
services, public participation in spatial planning exercises
allowing non-monetary values as well as economic values
to be considered. We would also suggest three other “best
practice” points. Firstly, location mismatches between service
generation and delivery are not always elucidated by concepts
of “intermediate,” “supporting,” and “final” services. Instead,
explicitly discussing locations and scales of connectivity between
generation and delivery is likely to be more useful. In a simple
form, this could be communicating the ways in which estuaries
underpin the benefits realized elsewhere in the coastal marine
environment or how certain habitats and locations support local
fisheries. Secondly, ecosystem services should be more explicitly
linked to social and cultural values and research is needed in

this area. It is the connection to value, where preferences can
be understood and behaviors toward the environment influenced
(Hicks et al., 2015). Thirdly, a more holistic view of ecosystems
and the services they provide needs to be encouraged and studied.
In New Zealand this aligns more closely with the indigenous
cultural view, where Māori consider the environment in its
entirety from “the mountains to the sea” in a concept referred
to as Ki uta ki tai (Tipa et al., 2016). Interconnections between
ecosystem services requires studying multiple services, and both
this and the concept that the ecosystem is more than the sum
of its services, are not aided by the fear of “double counting.”
Finally, a sound ecological foundation is needed if we hope
to measure and use the ecosystem services concept in a way
that will support human well-being now and throughout future
generations.
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